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"I ask our youngest citizens to believe the evidence of your eyes. You have seen duty and allegiance in the determined faces of our soldiers. You have seen that life is fragile, and evil is real, and courage triumphs. Make the choice to serve in a cause larger than your wants, larger than yourself, and in your days you will add not just to the wealth of our country but to its character."
A few Americans have accepted the hardest duties in this cause -in the quiet work of intelligence and diplomacy ... the idealistic work of helping raise up free governments ... the dangerous and necessary work of fighting our enemies. Some have shown their devotion to our country in 2 deaths that honored their whole lives -and we will always honor their names and their sacrifice. 2 This paper strives to enhance the understanding of Army leaders, and by extension the Department of Defense and other services, about the Millennial Generation (age 12-31), particularly their human spirituality. This paper achieves this task by asking and answering in progression the standard "5Ws," and adds a sixth W:
Ways, on the spirituality of Millennials serving in the military. Armed with the answers to those "Ws" Army leaders will better understand the human dimension of the majority of the force they lead, particularly in their spiritual domain, and thus be better equipped to shape pertinent policies.
When do generations start and end?
Although the terms are used often, it is sometimes confusing when an Army leader says "young Soldiers" or "this generation of Soldiers". The words youth and generation are typically only defined in the mind of the speaker, if even there, and there is rarely common understanding of the causal factors that brought them to that point or their current life status. Academics categorize similar age people as an age cohort, and most pollsters and laymen refer to them as a generation. This paper will use that latter term. Before beginning to look at generational theory as it applies to Soldiers, the reader 3 should also be aware that generational theories provide trends and generalizations and are not necessarily true of specific individuals. Additionally there are three items related to generational study that often cause confusion -demographic start dates, demographic edges, and generation names. Imprecise use of any of these will often slant or confuse analysis regarding a particular generation. 2. Every generation will also be "fuzzy" around the demographic edges in terms of perspectives and behaviors, and thus will not align perfectly with demographic categories. In other words, a person born in 1980-1984 may be more like a Gen
Xer, more like a Millennial, or a hybrid of both.
3. Also, in reading about generations, many authors will attempt to name an age cohort, and that typically is settled by popular use over time. Such usage has settled on the names, Baby Boom/Boomer Generation and Generation X.
Although several names have been put forth for generation after X, the name that has stuck is Millennial Generation or simply Millennials, popularized by Strauss 
The Generational Cycle
Imagining the generations within a family of grandparents, parents, and children presents a microcosm of the generations that exist in the Army. While each generation has similarities, the family members are keenly aware of their generational differences.
This plays out on a much larger and complex scale comparing American generations.
The Millennial Generation is different than the generation that preceded it, Generation X and much different than their predecessors, the Baby Boom Generation in both its formative experiences and the values and habits derived from those experiences.
Again it is important to remember that Generation X is no longer the youngest generation in the Army, and in fact, today's battalion and brigade commanders and The result of these differences is a subject of debate, primarily falling into two camps: "Generation We" and "Generation Me". The Generation We argument holds that Millennials are less cynical and more civic minded than Generation X. Sheltered. Starting with the early '80s child-abuse frenzy, continuing through the explosion of kid safety rules and devices, and climaxing with a post-columbine lockdown of public schools, Millennials are the focus of the most sweeping youth safety movement in American history.
Confident. With high levels of trust and optimism-and a newly felt connection to parents and future-Millennial teens are beginning to equate good news for themselves with good news for the country. They often boast about their generation's power and potential.
Team-oriented. From Barney and soccer to school uniforms and a new classroom emphasis on group learning, Millennials are developing strong instincts and peer bonds, Achieving. With accountability and higher school standards rising to the top of America's political agenda, Millennials ore on track to become the best educated and behaved adults in the nation's history.
Pressured. Pushed to study hard, avoid personal risks, and take full advantage of the collective opportunities adults are offering them, Millennials feel a "trophy" kid pressure to excel.
Conventional. Taking pride in their improving behavior and more comfortable with their parents values than any other generation in living memory, millennials support convention-the idea that social rules can help. 15 Howe and Strauss also assert that all these traits form a "sharp break with the traits associated with Generation X." 16 Whether the reader chooses the positive, "Generation We" view of the Millennials or the negative "Generation Me" view of Twenge is not essential for the purposes of this paper. Understanding that the Millennial Generation is quite different than Generation X and the Boomer Generation which preceded it is the essential idea to understand.
Postmodernism
The generational cycle changes about every twenty years, however, the philosophical and cultural condition that generations are raised in changes every few centuries. This is pertinent to the analysis, because the current generations in the Army were raised in the transition from one philosophical period to another. The twentieth century experienced a shift from modernism to postmodernism that was most prominent in the last third of the century. 17 That cultural shift accelerated during the 80s due to globalization, and dramatically accelerated during the mid nineties with widespread use of the internet. 18 This period of rapid acceleration of postmodernity corresponds exactly with the childhood and youth of the Millennial Generation. The cultural "air" that Millennials were born into and grew up with was distinctly postmodern. It is important to know that, because their predecessors the boomers, today's general officers and command sergeants major as indicated earlier were born into and grew up with the "old" cultural air of modernism. Generation X, today's senior officers and non commissioned officers, were the children of the Cultural Revolution and had a sniff of the old air. The Millennials, today's junior officers, junior non commissioned officers, and junior enlisted soldiers breathed only postmodern air in the culture they grew up in and it shows.
The postmodern culture that the Millennial Generation grew up in is known for:
1. Meaning coming from community not from specific truth sources. In other words their peer community determines meaning. The "tribe" becomes all important in meaning determination.
2. Rejection of single "truths" but reception of multiple possibilities for truth. This leads to tolerance being a cardinal virtue, and claiming truth as a cardinal "sin".
Pushing that truth on others is vilified by millennials.
3. Emphasis on inclusion, and de-emphasis on anything that separates: ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, religion, philosophy, etc.
Mistrust of institutions and authority structures. This has reduced in Millennials in
comparison to Generation X, but still is present. 19 The Emerging Adult Life Stage
The preceding two elements explain the differences in the Millennials and preceding generations. The last observation is a point in time they have come to, a temporary, but nonetheless challenging point, called the emerging adult life stage.
Psychologists, following the classic analysis of Erik Erikson, argue that a human passes through eight psychosocial life stages, which are depicted in figure 4 below. Recently, Social Psychologist Jeffrey Arnett argues that modern American society has produced a new stage: "emerging adulthood" that occurs between ages 18-25. 21 Arnett noted that in research amongst 18-25 year olds, when asked whether they believe they have reached adulthood, most do not answer with "yes" or "no" but with "in some respects yes" and "some respects no". who moved at ages 20-24 before descending to the previous level in their 30s. At least half of them will move back in with their parents at least once. 26 3. It is the most self-focused age of life. Arnett asserts this is not pejorative, but the goal of their self focus is gaining self sufficiency. They consider this a necessary step before committing themselves to enduring relationships in love and work. 4. It is the age of feeling in-between, where they are neither adolescent nor adult.
As noted earlier, emerging adults will frequently respond they both are and are 13 not adults. They consistently state the following three criteria for adulthood:
accept responsibility for yourself, make independent decisions, and become financially independent. Because of that, the Army has put great effort into understanding and enhancing the human domains of its greatest resource: Soldiers. 34 All five paths significantly influence the whole; however this paper will isolate and explore just one of those five domains of the human dimension: spiritual.
Where is Millennial Spirituality?
This section isolates one of the five human domains of strength, Spiritual, and examines it from the perspective of the Millennial Generation. We will examine the pertinent definitions and trends attempting to portray "where" millennial generation spirituality is today.
Definitions
The word spiritual conjures many images; many of them centered on religious traditions, but it encompasses much more. 35 Scholars Patrick Sweeney, Sean Hannah, and Don Snider, defining the spiritual domain wrote:
We define the spirit as the vital animating force within living beings; the part of the human being associated with mind, will, and feelings; and the essential nature of a person…the human spirit influences how one thinks, acts, and feels about life. Thus, the development of the human spirit should form the cornerstone of any leader program. specifically did not use the word religion or faith. 39 Sweeney, Rhodes, and Boling provide a succinct separation:
While the definitions of spirituality and religion are sometimes blurred, they are two distinct concepts. Spirituality is both a process and path people use to discover their inner selves and develop their human spirit. Religion refers to institutions that propose and promote specified belief systems. It is one approach people can use in the process of developing their spirit. The key thing to understand about the spirituality is that while it may include religion it is broader. Certainly for some, even many individuals, religion is the primary foundation and informer of spirituality. However all Army definitions in use do not deem religion as a necessary element and when used put it in a supporting role.
Trends
These definitions work pragmatically and legally within the Army context, however they are a transition away from earlier understandings that saw religion and spirituality as symbiotic if not synonymous. That is a transition that fits the Millennial Generation, because they are transitioning away from the religions, particularly such affiliation of their childhood and early youth. The Millennials are redefining their beliefs, affiliations, and practices, toward a spirituality that is postmodern, post-denominational and often post-religion.
Postmodern
Postmodern culture has significantly influenced Millennial Generation spirituality and practice. They have moved toward the same relativism, tolerance, and community in their spiritual lives as they do in other parts of their lives. 42 This occurs across all faith groups, agnostics, and atheists. However, this paper will elaborate on the numerically largest categories in society -Mainline Protestants, Evangelical Protestants, and Roman Catholics. 43 Sociologist Christian Smith wrote of Mainline Protestants:
The Mainline or liberal Protestantism's' Social Gospel ran out of gas. Emerging adults do not share liberal Protestantism's optimism about the growth of the Kingdom of God through cultural development and political reform. Emerging adults are highly optimistic about their future, but not society's. They do not feel compelled towards an active public life for religious or other reasons. 44 However, Smith notes that while numeric growth and political attention might cause confidence, Evangelicals have much to worry about. 45 He indicates that contrary to the visibility of evangelicals, American culture is actually still dominated by Mainline Protestant thought. Smith asserts that while mainline churches declined dramatically during the twentieth century, the "liberals won". Their ideas are the mainstream of thought 46 . Even evangelicals typically known for their conservativeness have also shifted. Eric Teetsel, Director of the Manhattan Declaration, speaking at a panel hosted by the Institute on Religion and Democracy, asserted that "Millennial Evangelicals are too influenced by "Oprah-doxy" rather than orthodoxy. He characterized "Oprah-doxy" as lacking thoughtful consideration or immutable principles, instead operating from emotion. Love, justice, inclusion and equality are good, while judgment, rigidity, and stratification are bad. 47 He further claimed that Millennial Evangelicals are feeling their way through life, not thinking, and want desperately to interface seamlessly in American culture. 48 In other words they desire to be or at least seem to be just like their nonevangelical peers in values, actions and appearance. That culture is a reflection of Evangelicalism's historic nemesis, mainline "liberal" Protestantism, which lost its battles at the micro organizational level and won its battles at the macro cultural level. Though far smaller numbers attend Mainline Protestant churches at the start of the 21 st Century than at the start of the 20 th century, it does not matter because people do not need to hear liberal Protestantism's preaching. 49 Its worldview is simply part of the cultural air that Americans now breathe.
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American Catholicism is at an even more difficult crossroads. They too are being challenged by the current culture shift and their congregants' acceptance of it, while being rocked by clergy sex scandals. Millennial generation Catholics influenced by the culture at large question the church's teaching on sex, gender, and marriage. 51 Of course, that teaching comes from church authority, the clergy who in the minds of many Millennials were or symbolize the perpetrators and enablers of the sex scandals, which only increases the questioning of typically Catholic positions. 52 
Post Denominational
The 
Post Religion
Millennials also change the way they approach religion and spirituality. A majority indicates religion is still important, but they redefine traditional boundaries and practice to suit their taste. One of the most prevalent redefinitions is separating spiritual from religious. 56 Pew Research Forum found that among the growing "unaffiliated" over a third considered themselves spiritual but not religious. 57 has offered data to support that assertion.
Millennials may be different than civilian counterparts
Despite the similarities just noted, it is premature to assume millennial generation soldiers are automatically the same as their civilian counterparts in terms of spirituality.
They have gone through a vastly different set of life experiences from age 18 to 25.
Sensitivity
The subject of spirituality is also an increasingly sensitive one. The reader will notice in the definition given by Secretary McHugh includes the disclaimer, "Participation in the spiritual dimension of the CSF2 program is strictly voluntary." 73 In a memorandum that is directive in nature, this particular caveat stood out. It is reflective of the highly sensitive nature of spirituality both personally and in the public arena.  Gain understanding in order to more effectively achieve these ends.
Who should address the issues?
These recommendations are aimed at the following Army offices, which have responsibility or interest in this area. employed by the Army were designed to connect with the Silent Generation or older generations, which are the current retiree community, and the remaining 15% used a model designed for Boomers, today's retirees and general officers. 88 
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The author's subsequent inquiry indicates there has been little change since.
However, at the same time civilian sector churches have implemented models that have significantly connected with the millennial generation. Endnotes
